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Abstract of Thesis Presented to the Graduate School 
of the University of Florida in Partial Fulfillment of the 

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Science 

HYPERBOLIC TANGENT YIELD FUNCTION OF FLORIDA CITRUS 
 

By 

Lan Cheng 

August 2007 

Chair:  Charles B. Moss 
Major: Food and Resource Economics 
 

This study models Florida citrus production as a function of the age profile of a given tree 

stock. The age relationship is estimated using a modified hyperbolic tangent function and the 

parameters are solved by Spatial Process Models and Maximum Likelihood approach. The 

estimation is based on the production data of four citrus varieties in 25 regions of Florida from 

1992 to 2005. The results show smooth “S”-shaped yield curves of Florida citrus. This analysis 

offers yield function of citrus which provides useful information for the design of citrus 

insurance program and the valuation of citrus trees.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

Florida is an important supplier of citrus products to both U.S. and world market. Florida 

provides most of the world’s fresh and processed grapefruit products. In addition, Florida is not 

only the largest citrus-producing state in the United States; it is also the second largest citrus-

producing region in the world following the state of San Paulo, Brazil. 

However, the Florida’s citrus industry faces major challenges from citrus diseases such as 

citrus canker and citrus greening and other natural calamities such as hurricanes and freezes. As 

a result, there was a significant decrease in Florida citrus production from 292 million boxes in 

2003-2004 to 169 million boxes in 2004-2005, a 42.1% decline. To determine losses to diseases 

and other natural calamities, for example for insurance purposes, this study analyses citrus 

production and tree yields by formulating an “S”-shaped tree-yield function by age of tree and 

incorporating the spatial dimension of citrus yields across growing areas. 

In order to determine production losses to diseases and weather events, this study estimates 

a yield function for individual citrus trees focusing on the age profile of the yield function. Citrus 

trees (like most trees) tend to yield different quantities of fruit as the tree ages. Initially, the yield 

of the tree is fairly small as the bearing volume of the tree (the area of the tree canopy where fruit 

sets) is small. As the tree starts to age, the yield increases at an increasing rate as proportion of 

the bearing volume of the tree increases. However, as the tree approaches maturity, the growth in 

the tree’s yield slows down. In some cases, the bearing area of the tree may reach a sustainable 

maximum, but in other cases the yield may actually decline. This growth pattern is sometimes 

referred to as an “S”-shaped or sigmoid yield function. Further, this “S”-shaped functions is 

important when modeling the impact of diseases and weather on citrus yields.  
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Random Events Impacting Citrus Yield 

Citrus diseases such as citrus canker and citrus greening are significant concerns for 

Florida citrus industry. Citrus canker is a bacterial citrus disease that causes premature leaf and 

fruit drop. Remaining fruit can be unmarketable or much less valuable. Citrus canker is highly 

contagious and has several means of transmission. It is mainly spread by human contact and 

wind driven rain. These human and weather processes may possess a spatial nature of 

transmission. The disease can spread from 12 to 3474 meters in a period of 30 days. Most 

commercial citrus varieties in Florida are susceptible to citrus canker, especially lime and 

grapefruit. Citrus canker has been a periodic problem affecting Florida citrus since the early 20th 

century. The most recent out break in residential citrus trees originated in 1995, and since then 

citrus canker had spread into 24 Florida counties by 2006. Citrus greening (also known as 

huangblongbing or yellow dragon disease) is a bacterial disease that reduces citrus production. 

This disease is spread by a leaf feeding insect known as the Asian citrus psyllid. Since psyllids 

appear to prefer new growth for feeding, citrus greening will likely have a larger affect on young 

trees. Previous experience with citrus greening in Asia suggests that this is a potentially 

devastating disease for citrus. Citrus greening was found near Homestead of Florida in 2005 and 

then was detected in a commercial grove of DeSoto County in 2005. Many of the commercial-

production areas of Florida have since reported this disease. 

Further, while most crops are susceptible to weather events, hurricanes produced a huge 

effect on the citrus industry in Florida in 2004. Specifically, Florida’s citrus groves were directly 

affected by three hurricanes in 2004 (Charley, Francis, and Gene) (Figure 1). Of these storms 

Charley and Francis had the most severe implications for the citrus industry. In the late summer 

of 2004 hurricane Charley struck the main citrus-producing region of the state for the first time 
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since 1962. This storm along with the other two storms following it spread citrus canker into a 

large portion of the commercial citrus-producing area of the state. 

Earlier, another notable challenge was the series of freezes that struck the industry in the 

1980s. Both bearing tree numbers and production declined by 40% between 1975 and 1986 as 

freezes destroyed a large portion of the industry in Lake, Orange and Pasco counties. The two 

most serious Florida freezes during this period occurred in December 1983 and January 1985. 

Together, they are estimated to have killed approximately one third of the state's commercial 

citrus trees. Freezes are still potential threats to Florida citrus but migration of the industry 

southward has reduced the probability of a devastating freeze to some degree. 

Before January 10, 2006 FDACS implemented an eradication program which destroyed 

trees within 1,900 feet of a tree infected with citrus. At the same time the USDA provided 

compensation to all eligible citrus growers in Florida for losses resulting from the citrus canker 

eradication program. However, the hurricanes in 2004 and 2005 spread citrus canker in Florida 

so extensively that it was determined on January 10, 2006 that eradication was no longer a 

scientifically feasible option and the practice of destroying trees was stopped. Similarly, in 2005 

APHIS-USDA announced it would not pursue an eradication program for citrus greening. The 

strategies to deal with freezing include moving south, adopting micro-sprinkler irrigation, and 

planting new varieties and rootstocks. 

Economic Response to Risks 

While several agronomic and mechanical advances have been suggested for protecting 

Florida’s citrus industry against natural risks, they have not proved effective on the large scale. 

As a result, several contractual mechanisms have been developed to manage risk associated with 

diseases and weather, including insurance programs and disaster aid programs that are designed 

to reduce risks due to losses of citrus production and citrus trees. An overview of programs that 
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provide protection due to yield loss is provided below. Programs also exist that provide income 

replacement when prices are low.  

Initially, the USDA offered a low-yield disaster assistance program (DIS) to crop 

producers. This program provides assistance for losses that result from drought, flood, fire, 

freeze, tornadoes, pest infestation, and other calamities. Under disaster assistance program 

producers are eligible for disaster aid if harvested yield is less than or equal to a yield guarantee 

level of the program yield which is set by the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation 

Service (ASCS) or of the expected area yield which equal to an area's historical mean yield. 

Another source of disaster aid is emergency loans offered by USDA’ s Farm Service 

Adiministration (FSA) to help producers recover from production and physical losses due to 

drought, flooding, other natural disasters or quarantine. Florida citrus growers were eligible to 

receive disaster aids for fruit or tree loss due to hurricane in 2004 and 2005 and citrus disease 

such as citrus canker. For example, the FSA 2005 Hurricane Citrus Program (CP) provided 

financial assistance to Florida producers who suffered citrus crop production losses and 

associated fruit-bearing  tree damage that resulted from Hurricanes Ophelia, Katrina, Rita and 

Wilma in 2005 (FSA, 2006). However, the maximum combined benefits producers can receive 

from the CP is only $80,000, which is relative a small amount compared to the value of a citrus 

grove. 

In 1980, the principal form of crop loss assistance in the United States was provided 

through the Federal Crop Insurance Program. Congress continued to provide intermittent disaster 

assistance to farmers via direct payments and emergency loans. One of crop insurance policies is 

an Actual Production History (APH) policy. Under this policy, crop insurance yield is based on 

expected yield which is estimated by the APH for each producer. APH is a simple average of 
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from four to ten consecutive years of actual yields based on farmers’ production records. Once 

the insurance yield is established, the yield guarantee is calculated as product of insurance yield 

and yield guarantee level. Then indemnity payment is calculated as the difference between the 

yield guarantee and farmers’ actual yield multiplied by the indemnity price that the insured 

choose from several elections. Premium rates are based on historical yields and the production 

and loss history of the county in which the farm is located.  

In 1993, Congress authorized area yield insurance as a pilot program and FCIC began 

offering a new insurance program, the Group Risk Plan (GRP). Unlike APH policy, GRP is 

based on an average area-yield loss (insured and uninsured farmers) with no individual loss 

calculation. The probability of collecting an indemnity payment is the same for all insured 

farmers in the area, which means indemnity payment is determined by the difference between 

average historical area-level data and the actual area-level yield. Individual farmers cannot 

influence the indemnity payment they receive by altering production and/or harvest practices. 

Accurate farm-level yield data are not needed to actuarially determine insurance premiums.  

For Florida citrus, insurance policies should consider the characteristics of life cycle 

production of perennial crops. Citrus is a perennial crop whose production activities involve 

planting, removal, yield and time dimensions not similarly encountered in annual crops. 

Perennial crop production is distinguished from the production of annual crops such as corn by 

(1) the long gestation period between initial input and first output, (2 ) the trees of perennial fruit 

crops are not uniformly productive over its bearing years, and (3) eventually a gradual 

deterioration of the productive capacity of the plants is realized (French and Matthews, 1971). In 

the case of citrus, the trees could remain productive well beyond 50 years and do not bear fruit 

for the first two to three years after they are set in a grove. Generally by the fourth year there is 
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some harvestable production. Yield per tree gradually increases until some threshold when 

potential production reaches a maximum, ultimately declining if the tree is not removed. 

Furthermore, and weather and disease events may affect output across several production 

periods. For example, the freeze events Florida experienced in the 1980s resulted in not only 

crop damage (i.e. oranges), but also tree damage. This tree damage implied a significant loss in 

production due to the “S”-shaped yield function discussed earlier. 

Based on citrus trees’ special production pattern, the USDA provides citrus fruit insurance 

policy and citrus trees insurance policy which share certain common characteristics with above 

policies but keep their uniqueness. These two citrus insurance plans are independent from each 

other. Florida citrus fruit policy adopts Dollar Amount of Insurance (DOL) plan that estimates 

yield guarantee based on area-level historical data and derives indemnity by the difference 

between yield guarantee and harvested individual-level yield. Tree Based Dollar Amount of 

Insurance (TDO) policy is provided to insure Florida citrus trees. This policy set tree values 

which are different by citrus type and age of the tree to calculate yield guarantee. So far, tree 

value is based on three stages: 5 years, 6-8 years and 9 years and above. However, the details on 

the process of the tree valuation could not been found from previous literature and government 

documents. 

Problem Statement 

For government risk management programs including the widely-used APH and GRP 

together with DIS, DOL and TDO currently Florida citrus rely on, the measurement of expected 

yield and tree value is a vital issue which determines yield guarantee, indemnity and premium. 

Either APH or GRP’s yield guarantee is simply an average value of historical records, just 

different in individual level or area level. In DIS, DOL and TDO expected yields are also 

assigned based on past records of yield. These methods could not reflect changes which happen 
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in that insurance year like tree growing and plant pattern altering. Especially for citrus trees, 

neither of policy reflects the changes of age profile of citrus, since the ability of production is 

increasing and the value of trees alters as citrus is growing. In addition, the rough classification 

of tree ages and setting of tree values in TDP could also be doubted. However, a more accurate 

and reliable estimation of tree value can be realized using yield function under age profile.  

Therefore, how to simulate the yield function of perennial crop appropriately is the focus 

of this research and should also be of interest for policy makers of insurance program and other 

government assistance program. 

Objectives 

The first objective of the analysis is to provide a descriptive framework for analyzing the 

factors that impact the yield of Florida citrus and produce appropriate yield curve that match 

with observation-based assumptions. In particular, the focus of the work is to describe the 

response of the average yield of Florida citrus per tree to age of trees, one of these factors.  

The second objective is to examine the spatial effect produced by factors from contiguous 

counties on citrus yield, given random events’ special nature of transmission. In order to meet 

this objective, this research uses a spatial structure which combines with information on citrus 

yield.  

Third, the study plans to generate useful information for identifying the probability 

distribution of yield of Florida citrus. Specifically, the objective is to estimate mean of the 

distribution, assuming that average yield follows normal distribution.  

The last one is to identify other factors that could be added into the model in future study 

to refine the function. 
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Hypothesis 

1H : The form of the age-yield relationship follows an “S” shape.  

This assumption is made based on the characteristics of perennial crop production. Casual 

observation in the case of citrus suggests that: during the early bearing years, growth is relatively 

low, and changes from one year to the next are small; at some point, however, changes in growth 

increase but level off at some maximum yield; growth remains stable for a long period of time 

until at some age growth begins to decline (Zanzig, Moss and Schmitz 1998). Therefore, yield 

function with an “S”-shaped curve matches with the actual life cycle of citrus production. 

2H  : Spatial autocorrelation is significant enough to affect estimation. 

We assume that there is a certain relationship between the yields of two contiguous 

counties since productions in the same region tend to increase or decrease simultaneously. This 

relationship is estimated by spatial coefficient that is defined between 0.1 and 1 although 

mathematically the spatial correlation could be negative. When spatial coefficient is below 0.1, 

the estimated parameters could be inaccurate under spatial autoregressive model (Livanis, Moss 

et al. 2006). Besides, spatial Autocorrelation only exists between two contiguous counties. 

Because the closer the locations of two counties are, the more significant the spatial effect is, we 

make this assumption in order to estimate the major spatial effects and simplify the structure. At 

last, spatial autocorrelation is assumed to only exist in disturbance term but not in the dependent 

variables. This is because the spatial effect in dependent variables will be included in spatial 

coefficient of disturbance term. This assumption made the structure easier to analyze as well; 

3H : The proportional relationship between the total bearing trees and that at each age is 

constant for two successive years. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

Discussion on Crop Insurance 

Economic research on crop insurance can be traced at least as far back as Valgren’s 1922 

study of the private insurance market. The amount of research on crop insurance has increased 

dramatically over the past ten years, paralleling the growth in the program itself. Most of articles 

recognized that current crop insurance has actuarial problems which might be mitigated by more 

accurate and reliable measurement of insurable yield. However, there are no articles specifically 

discussing problems embedded in insurance programs for perennial crops that this study can 

contribute to. 

The General Accounting Office criticized the poor actuarial performance on expansion of 

coverage into new areas without having adequate data to rate risks which contributed to adverse 

selection problems and the difficulty in monitoring producer behavior which contributed to 

moral hazard issues. Adverse selection arises because producers who recognize that their 

expected indemnities exceed their premiums are more likely to purchase coverage than those 

whose premiums are actuarially high. As a result, the insurers’ expected indemnity outlays 

exceed total premium income, and, in the long run, the insurance operation loses money 

(Miranda, 1991). Moral hazard occurs when an insured producer can increase his or her expected 

indemnity by actions taken after buying insurance (Glauber and Collins, 2002). Knight and 

Coble (1997), and Skees and Reed (1986) established that adverse selection problems arises 

because of the use of aggregated (typically county) measures to estimate individual yields and 

rates as farmers with loss-risks above the area averages comprised an ever-increasing proportion 

of the insured pool. Miranda (1991) notes that efforts by the insurer to avoid these losses by 

raising premiums only result in a smaller and more adversely selected pool of participants; 
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besides, area-yield crop insurance would cover only systemic individual yield risk but not 

nonsystemic risk. However, although based on farm-level data, APH also received criticism for 

moral hazard and high administrative cost. Goodwin (1993) concluded that APH rating methods 

were flawed because they assumed the same rate for farms within a county that had the same 

mean yields. Skees and Reed (1986) summarized that the manner of developing premium rates 

and APH yields in the FCI (APH) program have the potential to cause adverse selection. Except 

expected yields, Skees, Barnett & Hartell (2005) put forth another type of basis risk resulting 

from the estimate of realized yield. The errors in measuring realized yield can also result in 

under- and overpayments.  

The most common prescription for mitigating above problems is by providing more 

accurate classification of insured into homogenous risk such as. Goodwin (1993) proposed 

refinements in premium rate setting techniques; changes in the techniques used to calculate yield 

losses are recommended by Miranda (1991), Carriker et al.(1991), and Williams et al.(1993); 

Skees and Reed (1986) analyze the relation between the mean and standard deviation of farm-

level yield and suggest that levels of protection ideally should be tied to some measure of 

variability (e.g., standard deviation). 

Perennial crop insurance including Florida citrus insurance suffered from the same 

problems as other crops but also from special difficulties due to its unique perennial life cycle of 

production. As a result some modification had to be made to better protect perennial crop 

growers. For example, USDA’ s Risk Management Agency (RMA) changed its procedures to 

enable perennial farmers to request a yield determination from their crop insurance agent in 

instances of decreased production because of legitimate adverse weather conditions. This is 

RMA’s response to request of New York’s apple and grape growers to reconsider the 
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methodology for calculating APH for perennial crops. And RMA also noticed that, the cyclical 

nature of perennial crop production, where weather-related impacts can have negative production 

effects for several years, needs to be better recognized within the crop insurance program. The 

RMA also revised the insurance premium rate structure for Georgia (GA) and South Carolina 

(SC) peaches to reduce the incidence of adverse select based on the study of Miller, Kahl and 

Rathwell (2000) who suggested that the premium rate of GA and SC peaches should vary with 

the individual grower’s expected yield. They estimated the actuarially fair premium rates by 

simulating farm yield. The farm yield is explained by parameters of the state-level yield, the 

difference between the yield of county and the state-level yield and the difference between the 

yield of farm and county. 

Unfortunately, this issue has not attracted much attention in academic and literature on 

citrus insurance could not be found. Since citrus trees’ potential yields changes over years, the 

estimation of tree yield, tree value, the distribution and variability of production are not as simple 

as that for annual crop. For annual crops the insurable yield is simply approximated by an 

average yield of past several years. But for perennial crops, this method would always 

underestimate the expected yield because perennial trees like citrus will usually produce more in 

next year than this year. Another important issue is how to estimate tree’s value for perennial 

crop insurance. Usually, the older the trees, the more fruit and therefore more value produced. 

Once trees are damaged due to adverse weather or disease, trees at different age needs to be 

evaluated differently. Besides, we have to consider not only how much fruit they could produce 

in that year but also how much fruit each tree could produce in the future. Skee and Reed (1986) 

recommended that the levels of insurance protection should be tied to some measure of 

variability like standard deviation. The distribution of perennial trees yield is also very useful to 
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measure variability for the design of insurance policy.  And the distribution could be set upon the 

mean given by yield function.  

In summary, the yield function of perennial crop such as citrus can be used for the 

estimation of yield, tree value and the distribution of production resulting in an more reliable and 

accurate insurance design for perennial crop. 

Yield Function for Perennial Crop 

The determinants of perennial crop yield functions are discussed in the economic literature 

dealing with perennial, crop supply response functions. In general terms, supply at any given 

point in time is determined by the stock of trees. Much of the literature has focused on modeling 

the decision (both voluntary and involuntary) to remove trees and to plan new trees and the 

yield-acreage relationship. The inventory of trees is identified and it is substituted into some type 

of yield equation to generate an overall supply response. 

Prior to 1960 there were almost no attempts to estimate supply models for perennial crops. 

The earliest work could be tracked back to French and Bressler’ s supply response model of 

lemons in 1992. They focused on the change in bearing acreage which was given by the 

difference between the acreage coming into bearing category and the acreage removed, under the 

assumption that the yield per acre is a constant average value. Although they also noticed that the 

acreage of new plantings was influenced by the age distribution of existing trees, their model 

only contained a ratio of bearing trees at a given age. 

Batemen (1965) recognized the natural life cycle of perennial crops when examining the 

supply function of Ghanaian cocoa. He modeled the yield age relationship as  

∑
∞

=
−=

ki
itit XbQ )(*         (2.1) 

where 
*
tQ  is the potential yield of coca in year t, itX −  is acreage of coca planted in year t-i, ib  is 
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the potential yield per acre in year t of coca planted in year t-i, and k is the age at which coca 

trees first begin to bear. This equation described the pattern of yields over the life cycle of the 

perennial crop. Bateman also modified this general equation by grouping tree acres into two 

distinct growing phases as  
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where s  is the year in which the second distinct increase in yield occurs, under the assumption 

that the transition from one yield level to the next is instantaneous so that in year 1−s the crop 

yield per acre is 1b  and in the following year it immediately changes to 2b .  

Similar work was done by French and Matthews (1971) who provided a more fully 

specified yield function as: 

itit

H
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       (2.3) 

where itA is the acreage in the i th age category in year t , k  is the initial bearing age, H is a 

reasonable maximum age of the plant, T is time and v  is a disturbance term. However due to a 

lack of data and a large number of variables involved in the equation, French and Matthews also 

grouped individual ages into what seem to be arbitrary age groups.  

Baritelle and Price (1974) proposed a yield function similar to 2.3 but based on number of 

trees. Total quantity produced is equal to number of trees multiplied by yield per tree: 

∑=
i

titit AYQ ,,         (2.4) 

where Q  is total production in year t , tiY ,  is yield per tree for trees in age group i  in year t , and 

tiA ,  is the number of trees in age group i in year t . This equation allows differing yields 
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according to tree age. They also specified yield as a function of current and past weather 

condition, i.e., 

),...,,( 1 ntttit WWWFY −−=        (2.5) 

where W  denotes weather conditions influencing yield. However, it is difficult and complex to 

specify the relationship between yield and weather. 

Wickens and Greenfield’s (1973) specified a model that included a yield function similar 

to equation 2.3 assuming yield is a function only of the number of productive trees. But they did 

not directly estimate this function instead they substituted it into a reduced-form supply response 

equation. The final supply response equation was estimated in a polynomial form that was 

criticized by Akiyama and Trivedi on the ground that the polynomial fails to reflect a realistic 

yield-age relationship. 

Akiyama and Trivedi (1987) noticed that the age distribution of trees and the total stock of 

trees were important in determining feasible levels of production. They modeled the supply 

function of a perennial crop from a two-factor production function. Total output )(tQ is defined 

by 

)],(),,([),(

),()(

vtLvtKFvtq

vtqtQ
v

=

= ∑
       (2.6) 

where ),( vtq denotes production at time t  using inputs of vintage v  in the vintage production 

function F [.], ),( vtK  denotes ‘capital’ of vintage v  used at time t  and ),( vtL  denotes the 

‘labor’ combined with K . ‘Capital’ primarily refers to the tree stock at time t of a particular age 

or vintage v . The variable labor means all non-capital inputs which are used in fixed proportion 

to labor. Total output for this model can be written as: 
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∑=
v

vtKvttQ ),(),()( δ        (2.7) 

where ),( vtδ is the average productivity or yield per unit of capital, given by q(t,v)/K(t,v) . 

Following Akiyama and Trivedi, Kalaitzandonakes and Shonkwiler applied their model to 

Florida citrus for the first time in 1990. 

A common denominator of the literatures listed above is that the yield age relationship is 

essential to determine the supply of a perennial crop in any given year; however, due to a lack of 

data, more elaborate modeling of this relationship was not done. This problem continued until 

Zanzig, Moss and Schmitz (1998) developed a specific functional form for modeling Florida 

citrus yield with a rich data set of the age profile and yield for a relatively long time period. The 

simulated results shows an “S”-shaped yield curve consistent with expectation, but two out of six 

parameters are not statistically significant which may imply some problems with the process of 

estimation. Their functional form is adopted by this study but process is modified. 

Another difference from past research is that the presented study’s yield function is 

developed based on optimal control theory. Optimal control theory is a mathematical field 

concerned with control policies that can be deduced using optimization algorithms. Kamien and 

Schwartz (1991) discuss various optimal control problems. In their book, variables are divided 

into two classes, state variables and control variable, and the movement of state variables is 

governed by first order differential equations. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MODELS AND PROCEDURES 

The main objective of this study is to estimate yield function for various varieties of 

Florida citrus based on yield-age relationships. To achieve this object, we use a spatial model to 

measure the spatial nature of citrus yields and reduce the impact of spatial autocorrelation on the 

estimates. The detailed data on Florida citrus production and the tree age profile are used in the 

analysis. The maximum likelihood approach is adopted to estimate the parameters due to the 

desirable properties of ML estimators under spatial autoregressive model. 

The first part of this chapter discusses optimal control theory from which the yield function 

is derived. The second part describes the structure of the functional form we use to estimation 

citrus yields. The third section introduces the model used for the estimation, the spatial 

autoregressive model. Lastly, data sources and estimation procedures are discussed in parts 4 and 

5 respectively. 

Optimal Control Setup 

The simplest control problem is one of selecting a piecewise continuous control function 

u(t), to  

0010

)(

)(,,
)),(),(,()(..

))(),(,(max
1

0

xtxtt
tutxtgtxts

dttutxtf
t

t
tu

=
=′

∫
    (3.1) 

where f  and g  are assumed to be continuously differentiable functions of three independent 

arguments, one of which is a derivative; the control variable u(t) must be a continuous function 

of time; the state variable x(t)changes over time according to the differential equation governing 

its movement.  
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We assume that the various decisions a grove manager makes follow the basic optimal 

control formulation. In this formulation, a manager determines the level of input usage that 

maximizes the expected value of profit through time. In the vernacular of optimal control, 

fertilizer and other variable inputs are the control variables which are varied to control the level 

of state variables through time (Kamien and Schwartz 1991). In our formulation, producers 

optimize 
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            (3.2)  

where ))(),(,( tutktF  is the discounted profit function, )(tk  is the state function (the bearing area 

of the citrus tree), ( )u t  is the control variable (such as fertilizer), and ))(),(,( tutktg  is the 

equation of motion which depicts the growth in bearing area over time. Previous study has 

discussed a lot about grove managers’ decision making of planting. However, this study is 

interested in the consequences of the decisions—bearing area )(tk . From equation (3.1), bearing 

area )(tk  can be derived as  

∫=
t

dssusksgtk
0

))(),(,()(        (3.3) 

Further complicating our formulation is the fact that the bearing area of each citrus tree 

cannot be observed. Given this consideration, we start by focusing on the citrus yield that is a 

function of bearing area as 
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)())(),(,( tktutkty α=  

where α is a constant parameter. As a further simplification, we assume that the bearing area is 

largely a function of tree age 

)()( vhkvtk v ===                                                                          (3.4) 

where v  is the age of tree cohort. Replacing k  with h  in ))(),(,( tutkty , the yield function y  

becomes a function of bearing age of trees as 

))(),(,()( vtuvtkvtyvyyv =====                                (3.5) 

Yield Function of Florida Citrus 

Zanzig, Moss, and Schmitz (1998) recognized that perennial crops including citrus 

demonstrate the following production characteristics: during the early bearing years, growth is 

relatively low, and changes from one year to the next are small; at some point, however, changes 

in growth increase but level off at some maximum yield; growth remains stable for a long period 

of time until at some age growth begins to decline. Based on this observation, we assume that the 

form of the age-yield relationship follows an “S” shape. 

The hyperbolic tangent function provides an ideal “S”-shaped functional form for 

modeling perennial crop production, and can be approximated with a transformed hyperbolic 

tangent function proposed by Zanzig, Moss, and Schmitz (1998). The formal representation of 

average yield is 

max
max 0 1 0 1( , , , ) (1 tanh( ))

2
y v vββ β β β β= + +      (3.6) 

where maxβ , 0β , and 1β  are parameters to be estimated, max 0 1( , , , )y vβ β β is the yield of each citrus 

tree, and v is the tree age. The transformed hyperbolic tangent function yields an “S”-shaped 

curve. The range of the hyperbolic tangent function is (-1, 1). Thus, in our formulation, the range 
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of citrus yields is ( ) ( )max0,y v β∈ . 1β  adjusts the relative slope and growth rate of the yield 

curve. Ideally, 1β  should be a small value less than 0.5; otherwise yield function would reach 

maxβ  very fast so that the curve appears to be flat rather increasing gradually. 0β  shifts the 

sigmoid shaped graph. In its original formulation under which 00 =β , the hyperbolic tangent has 

an inflection point at 0v = . Hence, when 00 ≥β , the yield curve is convex ( 0≥v ); when 00 <β , 

the yield function depicts first a concave and then a convex curve while it increases at an 

increasing rate until 
1

0
β

β−=v  and then increases, at a decreasing rate. Since, casual 

observation suggests that the growth rate for citrus yields, first increases and then decreases, the 

latter matches with expectation well. 

Unfortunately we do not have tree-level yield data. Instead, we aggregate the yield of each 

citrus variety over each county based on this formulation as 

( )max 0 1ˆ , , ,
z

it itv
v a

y y v Tβ β β
=

=∑       (3.7) 

where ˆity  is the estimated county level production and itvT  is the number trees of age v  in county 

i  at time t . In this formulation,  max 0 1( , , , )y vβ β β  is the expected yield for a particular age 

cohort. 

Spatial Autoregressive Model 

Given the yield age relationship and the spatial nature of several random events effecting 

citrus production such as freezes, hurricanes, and disease outbreaks (including both citrus canker 

and greening), the parameters of Equation 3.7 are estimated using spatial autoregressive models 

and the maximum likelihood approach. 
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The model begins with the non-linear regression model with spatial autoregressive 

disturbances. We assume that spatial autocorrelation only exists in disturbance term but not in 

dependent variables. The spatial structure is written as 

 
( , )y f x
W

β ε
ε ρ ε μ
= +
= +

             (3.8) 

where y  is the county-level production for a given citrus variety, ),( βxf  is the nonlinear model 

of citrus yields presented in Equation 3.5, β  are the parameters to be estimated, x  is a vector of 

exogenous factors including the tree age v  or the numbers of trees in each age cohort, ρ  is the 

spatial autoregressive coefficient, and μ  is an identically and independently distributed error 

term ( ( )2~ 0,Nμ σ ) (Anselin 1988, Livanis et al. 2006). The W  matrix is the spatial weight 

matrix that is determined by the specific location of counties. If two counties are contiguous the 

corresponding cell for the two counties in the W  matrix is set 1; otherwise, the cells are set to 0. 

In this formulation we usually assume that [ ]0,1ρ ∈  with 0ρ =  representing the standard 

ordinary least squares model. It is mathematically possible for ρ  to be less than zero, it raises 

some empirical questions. Further, following the intuition from generalized least squares, we 

note that the true spatial formulation is always at least as efficient as ordinary least squares. 

However, estimated generalized least squares is not guaranteed to more efficient than ordinary 

least squares since estimating the heteroscedasticity process introduces some error. Hence, if 

0.10ρ >  we are more confident that adjusting for spatial autocorrelation improves the efficiency 

of estimation (Livanis and Moss 2006).  

Based on Equation 3.6, we derive the error term which is a function of production, spatial 

coefficient, independent variables and sβ as 
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1( , ) (1 )
( )( ( , ))

y f x W
I W y f x

β ρ μ
μ ρ β

−= + −
= − −

             (3.9)  

The likelihood function for the specification in Equation 3.7 can be expressed as 

[ ] [ ]1

ln(2 ) ln ln
2 2

1 (1 )( ( , )) (1 )( ( , ))
2

N NL I W

W y f x W y f x

π ρ

ρ β ρ β−

= − + − − Ω

′− − − Ω − −
  (3.10) 

Maximization of Equation 3.8 with respect toΩ , for a given ρ , yields  

( ) ( ( , )) ( ) ( )( ( , ))ˆ ,MLE
y f x I W I W y f x

N
β ρ ρ ββ ρ

′ ′− − − −
Ω =    (3.11) 

Substituting this result back into the log-likelihood function Equation 3.10 we get the 

concentrated likelihood function with respect to ρ : 

( ) 1ˆln(2 ) ln ln ,
2 2 2C MLE
N NL I W Nπ ρ β ρ= − + − − Ω −  (3.12) 

Given that the eigenvalues of W  matrix can be written as iw , and that 

1
ln ln( )

N

i
i

I W I wρ ρ
=

− = −∑            (3.13) 

the final expression for the concentrated log-likelihood function is given by: 

( )( ) [ ]
1

ln(2 ) ln( )
2
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2 2

N

c i
i

NL I w

W y f x W y f xN N
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 (3.14) 

Finally, we estimate this likelihood function for the same set of counties over several years 

so that the likelihood function becomes 
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where R  represents years, and N  is number of observations (counties) for each year. 

Data Sources 

The detailed record of Florida citrus production and tree age profile provides convenience 

for yield analysis. The data collected in this study came from two major sources: Commercials 

Citrus Inventory and Citrus Summary. These two documents present the results of Florida citrus 

census survey conducted by USDA since 1966. We abstracted following types of data from 

above two documents: 1) citrus production by each variety, county and year; 2) citrus tree 

number by each age, variety, county and year. However, since citrus census survey was 

conducted every two years, the tree numbers in odd years are not available. This research 

estimated the tree number in odd years based on Citrus Inventory of previous year and 

corresponding Citrus Summary. All of the data are used to estimate parameters in yield function 

discussed in last chapter.  

The Florida Agricultural Statistical Service—USDA conducted the state’s complete citrus 

tree census survey as of January every two years since 1966. Ground crews update the survey by 

identifying all the state’s groves by fruit type, row spacing, and year. The design of the inventory 

survey allows for quick and economical updating. Since 1966, the citrus belt has re-surveyed 

each second winter to determine changes.  The results of the census survey are presented in the 

Commercial Citrus Inventory and the Citrus Summary.  

The Commercial Citrus Inventory is published every two years. The data in this report 

relate to commercial groves, those containing a minimum of 50 trees from which fruit is 
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generally sold. This report mainly contains the number of acres and the number of trees by 

variety, county and year. This study uses the information on quantity of bearing trees by each 

age, county and variety from 1992-2004.  

The Citrus Summary is produced every year, reporting production by county and variety. 

As for the same season as commercial citrus inventory, the data was given by complete citrus 

census survey; for the other seasons, citrus production was estimated by counties using objective 

survey data obtained from the citrus crop estimates program. Production for Florida has been 

distributed to counties based on the biennial citrus tree census, limb count survey data adjusted 

for drop page to end of season, and size data at maturity. We abstracted the total production by 

county and variety from Citrus Summary from 1992-2005. 

However, because the Commercial Citrus Inventory is published every two years while the 

Citrus Summary is reported every year, data on number of trees in odd years had to be estimated 

to match with data on production. Assuming proportion relationship between the total bearing 

trees and that at each age is constant for two successive years, the quantities of trees in odd years 

can be estimated by Citrus Inventory of previous year and corresponding Citrus Summary. For 

example, for estimating tree number in 1993, first we mark trees as age from 0 and added total 

bearing tree number with the tree number at age 2 in 1992’s Citrus Inventory, resulting in 

estimated total bearing tree numbers for 1993. Second, calculate the ratio of total bearing trees 

which equals to total bearing tree number from 1993 citrus summary divided by estimated total 

bearing tree number resulted from last step. Third, the first 23 categories of bearing trees in 

modified 1992 citrus inventory were remarked as age from 1 to 23, and the rest after age 23 was 

aggregated as one group at age 24. The next step is multiplying ratio of bearing trees with 

number of bearing trees older than 2 years which resulted from step 3, resulting in estimated 
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bearing tree number data for 1993 from age 3 to 24. Finally bearing tree number are transformed 

into percentage of trees dividing by total bearing tree number, as the same as production, for 

emphasizing the weight of trees at individual age among total bearing trees. 

The gestation period before the tree bears fruit is set from tree age 0 to age 2, which means 

that citrus trees start to bear fruit from age 3. The range of yield-age profile is from age 3 to 24. 

After combining the production of Early oranges and Midseason oranges, finally we select four 

citrus varieties’ complete data in 25 Florida counties from 1992 to 2005: Early and Midseason 

Oranges, Valencia Oranges, White Seedless Grapefruit, and Colored Seedless Grapefruit. The 

final data set does not represent all the counties growing citrus. This is because: first, citrus 

summary and citrus inventory ignored the counties with relative small production and acreages; 

second, some counties had tree age profile data but production records missing and some had 

production but missed tree numbers. The share of seedy grapefruit is relatively small so it is 

eliminated from data set. Usually the period of a data set has to be at least ten years to reflect 

certain problems or tendency, and the period could not be too long either since production is 

impacted a lot by technology which is quite different today from 10 years ago. Therefore, this 

study collects data for past 14 years so that there are enough observations to find out the 

relationship and some influences of irrelevant factors could be avoided. 

Estimation 

Given the share of trees itvTr , the estimated production was calculated by Equation 3.4 and 

3.5 while unknown parameters sβ were assigned initial values for the first iteration.  

Under spatial process model we use maximum likelihood rather than ordinary least square 

to estimate the model. This is because parameter estimates from OLS are inefficient and not 

consistent due to the non-diagonal structure of the disturbance variance matrix (Anselin, 1988) 
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but ML estimator achieves the desirable properties of consistency, asymptotic efficiency and 

asymptotic normality (Andrews, 1986).  

The spatial weight matrix W and its eigenvalue are determined by the specific location of 

counties. In this study, we assume that spatial autocorrelation only exists between two 

contiguous counties because the closer the locations of two counties the more significant the 

spatial effect. Thus, the W  matrix used in this study becomes 

 

 

               (3.14) 

where the cells of two counties are set to be 1 if the two counties are contiguous; otherwise the 

cells are set into 0.  

Plug estimated production ˆity and its observation vector as well as W matrix into Equation 

3.13. The maximization of this equation generates estimated parameters sβ  and ρ . We also set 

constraints on the second-degree derivative of yield function with respective to bearing age v  

which is negative at tree age 24 and positive at 3. These settings make sure that growth of 

average yield increases fast at early bearing years and slows down after certain point. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The first part of this chapter presents the estimated parameters and yield curves of four 

citrus varieties considered in this study. The deviations between actual yield and estimated yield 

are then calculated for Early and Midseason oranges by county. Next, the normality of 

disturbance term is tested and a method is proposed to correct the non-normality problem. 

Finally, the last section compares the result with the assumption that spatial correlation does not 

exist. 

Estimated Yield Function 

The empirical results show that citrus in Florida has an “S”-shaped yield function and 

significant spatial coefficient ρ . The parameter estimates and related statistics for the yield 

function are presented in Table 4-1. 

White seedless grapefruits exhibit the largest maximum average yield per tree which is 

4.47 boxes and Valencia the smallest, 3.11 boxes. 0β ’s are all negative which means that the 

minimum yield starts from value less than half of maxβ . Negative 0β  also indicates that 

horizontal ordinate of the inflection points is a positive age and the yield curve starts with a 

concave. Small positive 1β s reflect that yield curve is increasing gradually. The spatial 

coefficients range from 0.48 to 0.64 and all are statistically different from zero at the 95% level, 

which verify that the spatial correlation has significant impacts on the estimation. Given that all 

the estimated parameters pass t-test except 0β  of white seedless grapefruits, the final estimated 

parameters are shown in Table 4-2.  

The shapes of yield function for each variety are presented in Figure 4-1 through 4-4 which 

also shows the estimated boxes of fruit per tree by USDA. USDA estimated yields based on 
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official end-of-season production estimates and the number of bearing trees indicated by the 

citrus tree inventory surveys. The estimation done by USDA does not have enough points to 

show the shape of yield curve (Table 4-3). Hence we smoothed their estimation and graph it 

together with yield curves obtained by this study. Figures below show that the trend and bounds 

of two curves are almost the same and several critical points, such as minimum and maximum 

yield as well as inflexion point, coincide very well. 

The estimated yield functions exhibit an “S” shaped curve which increases with a positive 

second derivative during the early bearing years and once reaching a certain age the growth rate 

decreases rapidly and the yield levels off. For example, Figure 4-1 shows that early and 

midseason oranges’ estimated yield goes up rapidly with a concave curve until age 10. After that 

the curve becomes convex and then flat, ending with a maximum average yield of around 4.5 

boxes. Other varieties have the similar characteristics of yield curve except white seedless 

grapefruit. The reason for white seedless grapefruit’ non-“S” shape may be relative to the fact 

that few young trees of white seedless grapefruit were planted in recent years so that the trees 

reflected by data are mature trees with high level of production. 

Deviation of Yield  

Although we assume that all the counties have the same yield function for the same citrus 

variety, deviations vary widely among counties. The average deviation for each county iε were 

calculated as 
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Theoretically, iε s should converge to zero, but Figure 4-5 shows that some counties 

present deviations close to zero such as Hardee, Palm Beach and Seminole while others possess a 

large deviation like Hendry or one with an opposite direction like Hillsborough and Glades. The 

deviations of average yield range from Highland’s 2,337.1 thousand boxes to Hillsborough’s 

negative 816.3 thousand boxes. The reason for this huge difference is various. One of the reasons 

may be the impact of tree density, because tree density is different among counties and it impacts 

average yield per tree. Other reasons might be relative to the different locations of counties.  

The difference in deviation also indicates that productive capacity of the same citrus 

variety varies among counties. Therefore, insurance program requires a procedure which could 

fully consider the difference in productiveness. However, as for Volusia, Seminole, Palm Beach 

and other counties with very small deviations, tree values and expected yield could be estimated 

directly by yield function derived by this study. For the counties with large deviations such as 

Hendry and Highland, this yield function could be used as a base estimation which needs to be 

adjusted by other county-level information. Since 16 out of 25 counties have deviations less than 

+-1000 boxes, this yield function is very useful for most counties 

In addition, almost all the deviations are positive, which means that yield function 

overestimates yields. One possible reason is that hurricanes and citrus canker that reduced 

production from 2004 to 2005 are not included in the function. To improve this yield function, 

future work may involve adding weather and disease variables into the simulation. 

Test of Normality  

The research assumes that disturbance term μ  follows normal distribution with zero mean. 

Plugging estimated parameters into equation (3.7) μ is calculated and its skewness and kurtosis 
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are presented in Table 4-4. For testing normality ofμ , we use Jarque-Bera test proposed by 

Jarque and Bera (1980). The formula of the test is 

)
4

)3((
6

2
2 −
+⋅=

KSnJB
            (4.2) 

where S is the sample skewness, K is the sample kurtosis and n  is the number of oberservation. 

Since JB is asymptotically chi-square distributed with two degrees of freedom and JB is of all 

varieties exhibit extremely high value (Table 4-4), it is rejected that μ  follows normal 

distribution. The high JB  values can be explained by the heavy right tails.  

Comparison with Results without Considering Spatial Correlation 

Spatial correlation is an important and necessary consideration during the process of 

estimation in this research. Specifically, assuming that spatial correlation does not exist by 

setting spatial coefficient ρ  to be zero, the estimators of yield function fail to pass t-test or their 

significance decrease (Table 4-5). maxβ And 1β  for early and midseason oranges as well as 1β  

for valencia oranges are all insignificant different from zero at the 95% confidence level.  More 

important, Figures below show that estimated curves of yield without considering spatial 

correlation obviously diverge from USDA estimation and depict flat lines rather than “S”-shaped 

curve. Further residuals under ρ =0 are much more skewed and kurtotic than that under 0≠ρ . 

All of these verify the significance of spatial structures for simulating citrus yield further.  

In case of white seedless and colored grapefruit, t-values of estimators and the yield curves 

almost keep same as considering spatial correlation which implies that these two varieties have 

much less spatial correlation. Oranges are planted throughout the southeast of the state and 

concentrating in from Polk county down to Collier county area, so that the planting regions have 

a lot of connections with each other. Grapefruit, however, are growing intensively in tree 
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separated regions, Polk, Indian River and Saint Lucie, and Hendry. Therefore, spatial correlation 

does not have much impact on the estimation for grapefruit but does have that for oranges. 

Table 4-1.  Parameter estimates and relative statistics 
Parameters Estimation Standard deviation T-value 

Eearly & midseason 
maxβ  4.472 0.247 18.142 

0β  -1.778 0.653 -2.723 

1β  0.235 0.102 2.300 
ρ  0.640 0.048 13.255 

Valencia oranges 
maxβ  3.111 0.133 23.469 

0β  -1.041 0.328 -3.177 

1β  0.177 0.049 3.618 
ρ  0.576 0.052 11.140 

White seedless grapefruit 
maxβ  5.476 0.229 23.960 

0β  -0.463 0.370 -1.251 

1β  0.139 0.064 2.162 
ρ  0.556 0.056 9.920 

Colored seedless grapefruit 
maxβ  4.961 0.216 22.997 

0β  -0.984 0.225 -4.370 

1β  0.175 0.038 4.582 
ρ  0.482 0.060 8.064 

 

Table 4-2.  Final estimation 
Parameters Early & 

midseason 
Valencia White seedless Colored seedless 

maxβ  4.472 3.111 5.476 4.961 

0β  -1.778 -1.041 0.000 -0.984 

1β  0.235 0.177 0.139 0.175 
ρ  0.640 0.576 0.556 0.482 
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Table 4-3.  Estimated boxes of fruit per tree by age group from USDA 
Age of trees Parameters 

3-5 years 6-8 years 9-13 years 14-23 years 24 years and 
older 

Early and 
midseason 

1.238 2.408 3.415 4.292 
 

4.885 

Valencia 1.115 1.931 2.400 3.046 4.046 
White 
seedless 

1.900 3.200 3.969 5.700 5.508 

Colored 
seedless 

1.923 3.100 4.000 4.554 4.962 

 
Table 4-4.  Skewness and kurtosis of disturbance term 

 Early & 
midseason 

Valencia White seedless Colored seedless 

Skewness 11.481 8.628 9.842 14.241 
Kurtosis 186.574 110.102 119.555 242.969 

JB  value 499138.9 171625.5 195615.4 851613.4 

 
Table 4-5.  Parameter estimates and relative statistics without spatial correlation 

Parameters Estimation Standard deviation T-value 
Eearly & midseason 

maxβ  6.996 4.094 1.709 

0β  -0.726 0.269 -2.702 

1β  0.045 0.025 1.812 

Valencia oranges 

maxβ  3.333 0.835 3.992 

0β  -0.126 0.136 -0.921 

1β  0.052 0.047 1.091 

White seedless grapefruit 

maxβ  5.498 0.203 27.073 

0β  -0.343 0.372 -0.921 

1β  0.133 0.065 2.047 

Colored seedless grapefruit 

maxβ  4.843 0.213 22.755 

0β  -0.792 0.183 -4.334 

1β  0.157 0.035 4.536 
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Figure 4-1.  Average yield curve of early and midseason oranges. 
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Figure 4-2.  Average yield curve of valencia oranges. 
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Figure 4-3.  Average yield curve of white seedless grapefruit. 
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Figure 4-4.  Average yield curve of colored seedless grapefruit. 
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Figure 4-5.  Deviation of total yield of early and midseason oranges by counties. 
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Figure 4-6.  Average yield curve without spatial correlation of early and midseason oranges. 
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Figure 4-7.  Average yield curve without spatial correlation of valencia oranges. 
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Figure 4-8.  Average yield curve without spatial correlation of white seedless grapefruit. 
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Figure 4-9.  Average yield curve without spatial correlation of colored seedless grapefruit. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSTION 

Summary 

It is complicated to describe the production decisions for perennial crops due to several 

factors including the time-specific nature of yields. There is a proportional relationship between 

changes over time in the yields of perennial crops and the size of the trees in the case of citrus. 

This research provides a descriptive framework for analyzing the yield age relationship for 

Florida citrus. In particular, the focus of the work describes the response of the average yield of 

Florida citrus per tree to the age of trees. The yield and age relationship was derived from 

optimal control theory and described by transformed hyperbolic tangent function which depicts 

an “S”-shape curve. Further, spatial effect produced by factors from contiguous counties on yield 

was simulated under spatial autoregressive model and maximum likelihood estimation providing 

clear advantages than OLS. Commercials Citrus Inventory and Citrus Summary of Florida citrus 

provided data base for estimation. 

The results indicate that yield curve depicts a clear “S” shape for Early and Midseason 

orange, Valencia Orange and Colored Seedless grapefruit. The simulated yield curves of these 

varieties coincide very well with approximated true yield curve. The possible explanation for the 

convex shape of White Seedless grapefruit may be involve even more significant influence 

produced by hurricane and citrus canker on its’ yield. Estimated parameters were tested by t-test 

resulting in being significantly different from zero. From the results, it is also indicated that 

spatial effects could not be ignored in the process of simulation. All estimated spatial coefficients 

are significant and larger than 0.4 within 1, which could include spatial effects of factors such as 

weather, temperature, catastrophic events, and human mobility. And the results were compared 
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with those without considering spatial correlation, which further verify the importance of spatial 

structure in this study.  

Implications  

This study provides the basic structure of citrus yield function that would be helpful for 

analyzing impacts of random events such as freezing, hurricanes and disease outbreak including 

citrus canker and citrus greening. Take citrus canker for example. Citrus canker mainly was not a 

severe problem that impacted citrus production until 2004. However, because infected citrus will 

not be eradicated any more, citrus canker can be added into model as a factor impacting betas in 

form like (1 )Z+ τ β  where τ is canker coefficient and Z  is index of citrus canker. Another factor 

impacting citrus yield is tree density. Brown and Spreen (2000) noted that historic boxes per tree 

may be higher than future tree yields due to increasing tree densities, so that the projections 

based on tree yields may overstate future production.   

The unique perennial life cycle of production is very important for Florida citrus insurance 

program designing. The yield function could describe the characteristics of the life cycle and 

reflect the change of age profile and plant pattern. Hence, the results would help to accurately 

estimate expect yield and tree value which are critical variables in insurance program design. 

The yield function is also useful to generate the conditional probability density function of 

Florida citrus average yield. The mean of the distribution has been estimated by this research and 

its variance may be of interest for future study.  

The difference in deviation indicates that productive capacity of the same citrus variety 

varies among counties. Therefore, insurance program requires a procedure which could fully 

consider the difference in productiveness. As for Volusia, Seminole, Palm Beach and other 

counties with very small deviations, tree values and expected yield could be estimated directly 
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by yield function derived by this study. For the counties with large deviations such as Hendry 

and Highland, this yield function could be used as a base estimation which needs to be adjusted 

by other county-level information. Since 16 out of 25 counties have deviations less than +-1000 

boxes, this yield function is very useful for most counties. 

Finally, the estimated spatial coefficients can be used in other studies which involve the 

factors with spatial nature such as weather, temperature, catastrophic events, and human 

mobility.  

Limitations of the Study and Suggestions for Further Research 

Although our research findings have important implications for modeling perennial crop 

yields and insurance program design, many important research issues remain.  

The first is the difference of productive capacity among counties which could not be shown 

by this yield function.  Therefore, future study may change the assumption that all the counties 

have the same yield function for the same variety by adding variables of factors such as tree 

density, location, weather and disease variables that infect yield and varies by county. Another 

problem is skewness and kurtosis of the disturbance term which is assumed to follow normal 

distribution. Future work could correct this problem by the procedures proposed by Ramirez, 

Moss and Boggess who used a modified inverse hyperbolic sine function to transform non-

normal random variables. 
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APPENDIX A 
SIMULATION MODELING PROGRAMMING BY GUAUSS  

library co; 

coset; 

 

load data_early[350,23]=e:\research\data\earlymidseasondata.dta; 

load data_valencia[350,23]=e:\research\data\valenciadata.dta; 

load data_white[336,23]=e:\research\data\whiteseedlessdata.dta; 

load data_colored[350,23]=e:\research\data\coloredseedless.dta; 

load data_specialty[276,23]=e:\research\data\specialtiesdata.dta; 

load ww1[25,25]=e:\research\data\w1.dta; 

load ww2[23,23]=e:\research\data\w2.dta; 

load ww3[24,24]=e:\research\data\w3.dta; 

 

w1=ww1./sumc(ww1)'; 

w2=ww2./sumc(ww2)'; 

w3=ww3./sumc(ww3)'; 

v=seqa(3,1,22); 

{va1,ve1}=eigrs2(w1); 

{va2,ve2}=eigrs2(w2); 

{va3,ve3}=eigrs2(w3); 

 

/*early and midseason oranges*/ 

x_early=data_early[.,1:22]; 

y_early=data_early[.,23]; 

proc m1(b_early); 
     local err,j,x,y,z,s; 

     s=0; 

     for i(25,350,25); 

        j=i-24; 

        x=x_early[j:i,.]; 

        y=y_early[j:i,.]; 

        z=rows(x); 
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        err=(eye(z)-b_early[4]*w1)*(y-x*(b_early[1]/2*(1+tanh(b_early[2]+b_early[3]*v)))); 

        s=s+rows(err)/2*ln(det(err'err/rows(err))); 

     endfor; 

     retp(-14*sumc(ln(1-b_early[4]*va1))+s); 

endp; 

 

/*set second derivative at v=22 <0; at v=1>0*/ 

proc ineqp1(b_early); 

local a; 

a=-b_early[3]^2*b_early[1]/cosh(b_early[2]+b_early[3]*3)^2*tanh(b_early[2]+b_early[3]*3); 

retp(a-1e-10); 

endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp1; 

 

proc ineqp2(b_early); 

local b; 

b=-b_early[3]^2*b_early[1]/cosh(b_early[2]+b_early[3]*24)^2*tanh(b_early[2]+b_early[3]*24); 

retp(-b-1e-10); 

endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp2; 

 

_co_Bounds={-10 10, 

            -10 10, 

            -10 10, 

             0 1};    

b_early0=(5|-0.5|0.5|0.3); 
{b_early,f,g,ret}=co(&m1,b_early0);   

 

/*t-test*/ 

stdb=sqrt(diag(inv(_co_finalhess))); 

print b_early~stdb~b_early./stdb; 

 

/*valencia oranges*/ 
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x_valencia=data_valencia[.,1:22]; 

y_valencia=data_valencia[.,23]; 

proc m2(b_valencia); 

     local err,j,x,y,z,s,dens,n; 

     s=0; 

     for i(25,350,25); 

        j=i-24; 

        x=x_valencia[j:i,.]; 

        y=y_valencia[j:i,.]; 

        z=rows(x); 

        n=i/25; 

        dens=D[n,1];     

        err=(eye(z)-b_valencia[4]*w1)*(y-
x*b_valencia[1]/2*(1+tanh(b_valencia[2]+b_valencia[3]*v))); 

        s=s+rows(err)/2*ln(det(err'err/rows(err))); 

     endfor; 

     retp(-14*sumc(ln(1-b_valencia[4]*va1))+s); 

endp; 

 

proc ineqp1(b_valencia); 

local a; 

a=-
b_valencia[3]^2*b_valencia[1]/cosh(b_valencia[2]+b_valencia[3]*3)^2*tanh(b_valencia[2]+b_v
alencia[3]*3); 

retp(a-1e-10); 

endp; 
_co_IneqProc=&ineqp1; 

 

proc ineqp2(b_valencia); 

local b; 

b=-
b_valencia[3]^2*b_valencia[1]/cosh(b_valencia[2]+b_valencia[3]*24)^2*tanh(b_valencia[2]+b_
valencia[3]*24); 

retp(-b-1e-10); 
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endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp2; 

 

_co_Bounds={-10 10, 

            -10 10, 

            -10 10, 

             0 1};    

b_valencia0=(4|-0.5|0.5|0.3); 

{b_valenciahat,f,g,ret}=co(&m2,b_valencia0);   

print b_valenciahat; 

/*t-test*/ 

stdb=sqrt(diag(inv(_co_finalhess))); 

print b_valenciahat~stdb~b_valenciahat./stdb 

 

/*white seedless oranges*/ 

x_white=data_white[.,1:22]; 

y_white=data_white[.,23]; 

proc m3(b_white); 

     local err,j,x,y,z,s; 

     s=0; 

     for i(24,336,24); 

        j=i-23; 

        x=x_white[j:i,.]; 

        y=y_white[j:i,.]; 

        z=rows(x); 

        err=(eye(z)-b_white[4]*w3)*(y-x*(b_white[1]/2*(1+tanh(b_white[2]+b_white[3]*v)))); 
        s=s+rows(err)/2*ln(det(err'err/rows(err))); 

     endfor; 

     retp(-14*sumc(ln(1-b_white[4]*va3))+s); 

endp; 

 

proc ineqp1(b_white); 

local a; 
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a=-
b_white[3]^2*b_white[1]/cosh(b_white[2]+b_white[3]*3)^2*tanh(b_white[2]+b_white[3]*3); 

retp(a-1e-10); 

endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp1; 

 

proc ineqp2(b_white); 

local b; 

b=-
b_white[3]^2*b_white[1]/cosh(b_white[2]+b_white[3]*24)^2*tanh(b_white[2]+b_white[3]*24); 

retp(-b-1e-10); 

endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp2; 

 

_co_Bounds={-10 10, 

            -10 10, 

            0 10, 

             0 1};    

b_white0=(4|-0.5|0.5|0.5); 

{b_whitehat,f,g,ret}=co(&m3,b_white0);   

 

/*t-test*/ 

stdb=sqrt(diag(inv(_co_finalhess))); 

print b_whitehat~stdb~b_whitehat./stdb 

 

/*colored seedless oranges*/ 
x_colored=data_colored[.,1:22]; 

y_colored=data_colored[.,23]; 

proc m4(b_colored); 

     local err,j,x,y,z,s; 

     s=0; 

     for i(25,350,25); 

        j=i-24; 
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        x=x_colored[j:i,.]; 

        y=y_colored[j:i,.]; 

        z=rows(x); 

        err=(eye(z)-b_colored[4]*w1)*(y-
x*(b_colored[1]/2*(1+tanh(b_colored[2]+b_colored[3]*v)))); 

        s=s+rows(err)/2*ln(det(err'err/rows(err))); 

     endfor; 

     retp(-14*sumc(ln(1-b_colored[4]*va1))+s); 

endp; 

 

proc ineqp1(b_colored); 

local a; 

a=-
b_colored[3]^2*b_colored[1]/cosh(b_colored[2]+b_colored[3]*3)^2*tanh(b_colored[2]+b_color
ed[3]*3); 

retp(a-1e-10); 

endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp1; 

 

proc ineqp2(b_colored); 

local b; 

b=-
b_colored[3]^2*b_colored[1]/cosh(b_colored[2]+b_colored[3]*24)^2*tanh(b_colored[2]+b_colo
red[3]*24); 

retp(-b-1e-10); 

endp; 
_co_IneqProc=&ineqp2; 

 

_co_Bounds={-10 10, 

            -10 10, 

            0 10, 

             0 1};    

b_colored0=(4|-0.5|0.5|0.5); 

{b_coloredhat,f,g,ret}=co(&m4,b_colored0);   
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/*t-test*/ 

stdb=sqrt(diag(inv(_co_finalhess))); 

print b_coloredhat~stdb~b_coloredhat./stdb; 
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APPENDIX B 
COMPARISON OF SPATIAL CORRELATION BY GUAUSS 

library co; 

coset; 

 

load data_early[350,23]=e:\research\data\earlymidseasondata.dta; 

load data_valencia[350,23]=e:\research\data\valenciadata.dta; 

load data_white[336,23]=e:\research\data\whiteseedlessdata.dta; 

load data_colored[350,23]=e:\research\data\coloredseedless.dta; 

load data_specialty[276,23]=e:\research\data\specialtiesdata.dta; 

load ww1[25,25]=e:\research\data\w1.dta; 

load ww2[23,23]=e:\research\data\w2.dta; 

load ww3[24,24]=e:\research\data\w3.dta; 

 

w1=ww1./sumc(ww1)'; 

w2=ww2./sumc(ww2)'; 

w3=ww3./sumc(ww3)'; 

v=seqa(3,1,22); 

{va1,ve1}=eigrs2(w1); 

{va2,ve2}=eigrs2(w2); 

{va3,ve3}=eigrs2(w3); 

 

/*early and midseason oranges*/ 

x_early=data_early[.,1:22]; 

y_early=data_early[.,23]; 

proc m1(b_early); 
     local err,j,x,y,z,s; 

     s=0; 

     for i(25,350,25); 

        j=i-24; 

        x=x_early[j:i,.]; 

        y=y_early[j:i,.]; 

        z=rows(x); 
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        err=(eye(z)-0*w1)*(y-x*(b_early[1]/2*(1+tanh(b_early[2]+b_early[3]*v)))); 

        s=s+rows(err)/2*ln(det(err'err/rows(err))); 

     endfor; 

     retp(-14*sumc(ln(1-0*va1))+s); 

endp; 

 

/*set second derivative at v=22 <0; at v=1>0*/ 

proc ineqp1(b_early); 

local a; 

a=-b_early[3]^2*b_early[1]/cosh(b_early[2]+b_early[3]*3)^2*tanh(b_early[2]+b_early[3]*3); 

retp(a-1e-10); 

endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp1; 

 

proc ineqp2(b_early); 

local b; 

b=-b_early[3]^2*b_early[1]/cosh(b_early[2]+b_early[3]*24)^2*tanh(b_early[2]+b_early[3]*24); 

retp(-b-1e-10); 

endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp2; 

 

_co_Bounds={-10 10, 

            -10 10, 

            -10 10};    

b_early0=(5|-0.5|0.5); 

{b_early,f,g,ret}=co(&m1,b_early0);   
 

/*t-test*/ 

stdb=sqrt(diag(inv(_co_finalhess))); 

print b_early~stdb~b_early./stdb; 

 

/*valencia oranges*/ 

x_valencia=data_valencia[.,1:22]; 
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y_valencia=data_valencia[.,23]; 

proc m2(b_valencia); 

     local err,j,x,y,z,s,dens,n; 

     s=0; 

     for i(25,350,25); 

        j=i-24; 

        x=x_valencia[j:i,.]; 

        y=y_valencia[j:i,.]; 

        z=rows(x); 

        n=i/25; 

        dens=D[n,1];     

        err=(eye(z)-0*w1)*(y-x*b_valencia[1]/2*(1+tanh(b_valencia[2]+b_valencia[3]*v))); 

        s=s+rows(err)/2*ln(det(err'err/rows(err))); 

     endfor; 

     retp(-14*sumc(ln(1-0*va1))+s); 

endp; 

 

proc ineqp1(b_valencia); 

local a; 

a=-
b_valencia[3]^2*b_valencia[1]/cosh(b_valencia[2]+b_valencia[3]*3)^2*tanh(b_valencia[2]+b_v
alencia[3]*3); 

retp(a-1e-10); 

endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp1; 

 
proc ineqp2(b_valencia); 

local b; 

b=-
b_valencia[3]^2*b_valencia[1]/cosh(b_valencia[2]+b_valencia[3]*24)^2*tanh(b_valencia[2]+b_
valencia[3]*24); 

retp(-b-1e-10); 

endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp2; 
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_co_Bounds={-10 10, 

            -10 10, 

            -10 10};    

b_valencia0=(4|-0.5|0.5); 

{b_valenciahat,f,g,ret}=co(&m2,b_valencia0);   

print b_valenciahat; 

/*t-test*/ 

stdb=sqrt(diag(inv(_co_finalhess))); 

print b_valenciahat~stdb~b_valenciahat./stdb; 

 

/*white seedless oranges*/ 

x_white=data_white[.,1:22]; 

y_white=data_white[.,23]; 

proc m3(b_white); 

     local err,j,x,y,z,s; 

     s=0; 

     for i(24,336,24); 

        j=i-23; 

        x=x_white[j:i,.]; 

        y=y_white[j:i,.]; 

        z=rows(x); 

        err=(eye(z)-0*w3)*(y-x*(b_white[1]/2*(1+tanh(b_white[2]+b_white[3]*v)))); 

        s=s+rows(err)/2*ln(det(err'err/rows(err))); 

     endfor; 

     retp(-14*sumc(ln(1-0*va3))+s); 
endp; 

 

proc ineqp1(b_white); 

local a; 

a=-
b_white[3]^2*b_white[1]/cosh(b_white[2]+b_white[3]*3)^2*tanh(b_white[2]+b_white[3]*3); 

retp(a-1e-10); 
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endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp1; 

 

proc ineqp2(b_white); 

local b; 

b=-
b_white[3]^2*b_white[1]/cosh(b_white[2]+b_white[3]*24)^2*tanh(b_white[2]+b_white[3]*24); 

retp(-b-1e-10); 

endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp2; 

 

_co_Bounds={-10 10, 

            -10 10, 

            0 10};    

b_white0=(4|-0.5|0.5); 

{b_whitehat,f,g,ret}=co(&m3,b_white0);   

 

/*t-test*/ 

stdb=sqrt(diag(inv(_co_finalhess))); 

print b_whitehat~stdb~b_whitehat./stdb; 

 

/*colored seedless oranges*/ 

x_colored=data_colored[.,1:22]; 

y_colored=data_colored[.,23]; 

proc m4(b_colored); 

     local err,j,x,y,z,s; 
     s=0; 

     for i(25,350,25); 

        j=i-24; 

        x=x_colored[j:i,.]; 

        y=y_colored[j:i,.]; 

        z=rows(x); 

        err=(eye(z)-0*w1)*(y-x*(b_colored[1]/2*(1+tanh(b_colored[2]+b_colored[3]*v)))); 
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        s=s+rows(err)/2*ln(det(err'err/rows(err))); 

     endfor; 

     retp(-14*sumc(ln(1-0*va1))+s); 

endp; 

 

proc ineqp1(b_colored); 

local a; 

a=-
b_colored[3]^2*b_colored[1]/cosh(b_colored[2]+b_colored[3]*3)^2*tanh(b_colored[2]+b_color
ed[3]*3); 

retp(a-1e-10); 

endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp1; 

 

proc ineqp2(b_colored); 

local b; 

b=-
b_colored[3]^2*b_colored[1]/cosh(b_colored[2]+b_colored[3]*24)^2*tanh(b_colored[2]+b_colo
red[3]*24); 

retp(-b-1e-10); 

endp; 

_co_IneqProc=&ineqp2; 

 

_co_Bounds={-10 10, 

            -10 10, 

            0 10};    
b_colored0=(4|-0.5|0.5); 

{b_coloredhat,f,g,ret}=co(&m4,b_colored0);   

 

/*t-test*/ 

stdb=sqrt(diag(inv(_co_finalhess))); 

print b_coloredhat~stdb~b_coloredhat./stdb; 
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APPENDIX C 
SPATIAL WEIGHT MATRIX W  

EARLY MIDSEASON ORANGES, VALENCIA ORANGES, COLORED SEEDLESS 

GRAPEFRUIT 

 

0100011000000010100000100
1010000001000010000000001
0100000001000010000000001
0000000000001000000001010
0000000000110001000000000
1000001010000010110100000
1000010000000000100000000
0000000000110000001010000
0000010001100001000000001
0110000010000010000000001
0000100110010001010010000
0000100100100000000000000
0001000000000000100101000
0000000000000000001000110
1110010001000000000000000
0000100010100000000000001
1000011000001000000000000
0000010000100000000111000
0000000100000100000010100
0000010000001000010001000
0000000100100000011000010
0001000000001000010100010
1000000000000100001000000
0001000000000100000011000
0110000011000001000000000
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White Seedless Grapefruit 

010011000000010100000100
100000001000010000000001
000000000001000000001010
000000000110001000000000
100001010000010110100000
100010000000000100000000
000000000110000001010000
000010001100001000000001
010000010000010000000001
000100110010001010010000
000100100100000000000000
001000000000000100101000
000000000000000001000110
110010001000000000000000
000100010100000000000001
100011000001000000000000
000010000100000000111000
000000100000100000010100
000010000001000010001000
000000100100000011000010
001000000001000010100010
100000000000100001000000
001000000000100000011000
010000011000001000000000
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